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Trusteesdeliver heavy decisions

S.U. divests
by Dean Visser
Seattle University will sell its investents incompanies operating inSouth Af:a, the BoardofTrusteesdecidedlast Fri-

I

In what university president William
lllivan, S.J., called "a very meaty meetg," the trustees settled on selling some
'o million dollars' worth of stock S.U.
is invested incompanies withSouth Afrin connections. The trustees made two
her major decisions as well: Theypassed
lllivan's proposedbudget for next year,
id approved the new faculty handbook,
lis means that S.U. students face an 8.8
;rcent tuition increase next year, and that
i additional one million dollars' worth of
financial aid will be made available. The
new budget raises faculty and staff salaries
by 2.5 percent, and cuts into funds for
most departments on campus.
The trustees instructed the university to
t
from companies with interests in
k TSouth Africa as a symbolic gesture of disapproval toward that nation's policy of
iapartheid, legally enforced racial segregar tion which deprives its black majority of
Icivil rights. The divestment is to take a
t maximum ofone year.
The Associated Students of Seattle Unif versity
held a rally for divestment at the
same time as the trustees' meeting, with a
march across campus afterward. ASSU
first vice president James Gore addressed
trustees asking them to divest, and the

**

*

*

Ie

mpusgroupStudents Against Apartheid

bmitted a petition with over300 student
d faculty signatures also calling for distment. Sulivan stressed that selling
sse stocks was much more a symbolic
tion than an economic one. S.U.'s deci>n to divest "won't get the South African
lance minister running in here to see
»," Sullivan said.
But "symbols are real," Sullivan added.

He said that decisions such as this one are

"powerful in that they are read about."
S.U. public relations released the divestment decision to the local news media
Tuesday.

Sullivan said the decision to divest was

basedpartly on recent student discussions
and forums on apartheid, and on the stu-

dentand faculty inputprovided by Students
Against Apartheid. He said he appreciated
the "reasonable" manner in which James
Gore and Jodi Anable, students and cochairpersons of the group, approached the
issue.
Individual trustees hadbeen studying the
issueof divestment on their own, Sullivan
said, and this fact also contributed to the
decision. Sullivan said he had prepared a
proposal regarding divestment on Ihe
morning of the meeting, but that he "had
not anticipated that they would make a decision at the meetingon this matter."
Anable said she is "appreciative of the
fact that the trustees look an interest inour
concerns and acted on them in such a significant manner," but that she believes "it
would benaive to think that this was for the
administration solely a moral issue." Anable said she believes Sullivan and the
trustees took into account both the moral
issue of divestment and theeconomic responsibility they have towardthe university
in taking care of S.U.s endowment fund.
Without the kind of diplomatic pressure that was brought to bearby S.U. students, divestment would not have happened." Anable said.
The trustees also passed Sullivan's proposedbudget for next year. Along with a
multitude of various departmental budget
cuts, the overall budget allowed for increased financial aid, and increased faculty and staff salaries which Sullivan
(continuedon page five)
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Students got together last Friday to march inprotest against some

of Seattle University's administrative policies.

Students march for changes

See page 2
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Students rally against S.U.policies

aware of the investments in South Africa
during an interview with Father Sullivan
lastOctober, in whichhe admitted that the
university did have investments in South
Africa. During the time of the interview,
Sullivan said that the university had no
plans of looking into divestment. Anable
said "He [Sullivan] wasnot sure that itwas
necessary to begin that kind of reflection
upon investment policies because he said
hedidn't know whatuniversity students felt
about the issue." Anable added that this
was themainreason for forming the group
'Students Against Apartheid.'
In five days 'Students Against Apartheid' collected over three hundred student
signatures on a petition that called for the
university to divest. The group met with
Sullivan Tuesday and where somewhat encouraged about what he had to say about
the investments in South Africa. "Basically he said that hedoesn't feelthat divestment wouldbe any kindof positive step to
help in South Africa. He said that he feels
that it would be nothing more than a symbolic gesture and that it probably wouldn't
do anything to remedy the situation inAfrica," said Anable. By selling the invested
interest in companies inSouth Africa,said
Anable,wecan "wash our hands of theissue." Sullivan stressed in the interview
with Anablethathe was not opposedto divestment and that he needed more input
from students about the feeling of divestment. Students also expressed concerns
about cuts in the sports programs. Laura
Marinoni,a student at S.U. said that she
was worried about sports programs and
school spirit. With the recent cuts in the
sportsprograms many students were questioning whether the cuts wouldextend into
other programs. The last speaker on the
agenda was Chullaine' O'Reilly, Editor of
the S.U. Spectator.O'Reilly gave a speech
in whichhe called the students at the rally
"handicapped," becauseofthe factthat the
administration had not listened to student
concerns. "Your collective voice, your
needs, your anger and frustrations have
been systematically ignored by the Board
of Trustees of this school," said O'Reilly.
Following the rally a march through campus was conducted and over sixty students
yelledin protest "speak out students." According to the organizers, the rally was a
success.
(
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Students marched together carrying signs and chanting "speak out students!" Themarch
progressed from the library to the studentunion building.
by LanceR. Tormey

Over 160 students attended arally February 28, protesting S.U. policies toward

South African investments, tuition in:reases,cuts instudent life programs, and

maintenance reliability. The rally, which
was organizedby the Associated Students
of Seattle University, was held in the library auditorium.
S.U. security .concerned about the tone
of the rally, worried that violence against
the school might take place.Seattle police
were put on alert, as wellas campus security, in preparation for potential violence
during the protest. According toone of the
campus security officers they [campus security] were worried about citizens coming
onto thecampus fromthe surrounding area
causing problems.
James Gore, first vice-president of
ASSU started the rally by explaining that
the purpose was to "bring students togetherand form acommonbond among the
students." Gore added that the rally was a
chance for students to speak out against
some of the policies that "have not been
taken care of at this institution."
Gore stressed that the meeting was
strictly arally not a demonstration or aviolent event. "We are here to say to the administration that we care aboutour institution andhow our money is invested," said
Gore. Following Gores' introduction,Senator Allison Westfall, spoke on the subject
ofmaintenance on the S.U. campus. Westfallrecalled a survey that was takenamong
students about the condition of campus
buildings. The survey, said Westfall, gavea
clear indication that "maintenance is
something that we really do care a lot
about." A walking tour of the campus, conducted by ASSU, revealednumerous problems that had been overlooked by maintenance personal and administration.
George Pierce, vice president of administration was quoted in the February13th issue of The Spectator as saying "we could
begin moving on some of these things
[maintenance problemsjin the spring." The
main problem, said school administrators,
is lack ot funding. In February the senate
was told that S.U.s maintenance budget is
50 ,>eaent lower than comparable institutions Westfall then introduced Senator
Boti 4rown, who spoke about housing and
food costs. Brown recalled an article in
The Spectator which, found that S.U. students Day a largepartof their schoolbudget
on mom and board. "We pay the most for

our dorm rooms yet we have the lowest
quality housing that Ihave seen," said
Brown. Brown added that there seems to
be little concern about student housing
among the currentadministration. "Ithink
that they are putting more money into administration than they are putting into
housing," said Brown. Although, the administrationhas allotted money for maintenanceprograms to beapplied toall of the
dorms on campus, the money alloted is
hardly enough.Brown said. According to
Brown, the buildingsneed overa quarterof
a million dollars worth of maintenance.
Brown also spoke about complaints from
students concerning campus food quality.
The discussion was opened up to the audience and questions were addressed to
Brown about the fact that dorm students
arerequired to buy a food plan from campus food service (Saga) regardless if they
want itor not. Brown replied by saying he
believes that if given the choice,most dorm
residents would "buy off campus because
they feel that they could make their food
betterthemselves." Brown said that hehas
dropped to a "D" meal plan inprotest and
that he will stay there "until hell freezes
over."
An unidentified student said "I don't
think that attackingSaga is what this whole
thing is about, it isn't Sagas' fault, the
problem that we're attacking is the priorities of thisuniversity. Ifthey're not encouragingpeople to come backand live oncampus then they arediscouraging things like
this (the rally)," he added that the university needs to encourage students to come
and be part of the S.U. community. The
studentfelt that theadministration needs to
beconcerned about housingand food costs
and basic student life if they aregoing to
attract new students for the 86-87 academic year. Westfall encouraged students
to writeletters to the administration about
housing and food costs and the lack of
parking available on the S.U. campus. The
next issue that was addressed at the rally
was the 8.8 percent tuitionincrease. Westfall introduced Senator David Ellinger,
who spoke on the tuition hike and who
triedtorelate tostudents that the ASSU has
just about the same information that has
beenavailable to students on the increase.
Ellinger opened the discussion up for
comments and questions about the tuition
hike. Students at the rally were concerned
about the fact that alongwith the tuitionincrease S.U. administrators are hoping for

anincrease inenrollmentin the 86-87 academic year. This proposedincrease in enrollment issaid tocome fromthe fact that a
million dollars is being added to the financialaidprograms tohelp "attract" students
to S.U. Yet one unidentified student said
"unfortunately not all students receive financial aid, granted the financial aid
budget has been increased dramatically
that is only going to apply to students who
are eligible," ineligible students will still
be faced witha large increase in tuition.
Speaking on the issue of South Africa,
Westfall introduced Jody Anable co-chairperson (the other chairperson is James
Gore) of the group 'Students Against
Apartheid.' Anable stated that shebecame

Students joined arm-in-arm 10 march across campus in the
campus- wide rally held last Friday.
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S.U. cuts French
program

PUBLICITYPHOTO I

I
S.U. committee selects

Pulitzer prize winning author Gwendolyn Brooks, willbe S.U.s
1986 commencement speaker.

commencement speaker
by VictoriaSimmons
A nationally famous poet has beenchosen as this year's Seattle University commencement speaker. Many speakers were
under consideration, but according to
Gregg Lucey S.J., head of the commence-

ment speaker committee, Gwendolyn
Brooks was the best forthe job. "GwendolynBrooks represents what we have been
trying to achieve with the selection of our
commencement speakers; she is a person
with wonderful academic credentials, she
represents the Black population and she
represents women. We are very delighted
that she will be the speaker for the 1986
commencement," said Lucey. Brooks was
chosen from 18 20recommendations sub-<
mittedby S.U.committee members. A Pulitzer Prize-winning poet, she has been
publishing her work for over forty years
and writing since she was seven.
The30thpoet since 1937 tobeappointed
the Library of Congress' Consultant in Poetry, Brooks joins the ranks of Robert
Frost, Stephen Spender and Robert Perm
Warren. She is the first Black woman to
hold this position.
After winning the Pulitzer Prize,Brooks
succeededCarl Sandburg as PoetLaureate

-

of Illinois and continued on to win two
Guggenheim fellowships. Brooks has lectured and conducted poetry seminars at

collegesthroughout the United States, and
has received more than 40 honorary doc-

torates from major universities. She was
also honored with the Shelley Memorial
Award from the Poetry Society of America. The committee, consisting of representatives from six departments on campus, includes Dave Hankins as the student
representative, Lucey, and others representing different departments such as the
school ofeducation,business, minority affairs, the libraryand S.U.administration.
All are responsible for bringing in two to
three names as recommendations for the
position of commencement speaker. It is
fromtheserecommendations that the processisinitiated andcarried through, the final decisionis influenced byLucey. In addition to the many recognitions awarded
her, Brooks will be receiving a Doctor of
Humanities award from Seattle University
for speaking at the commencement. In addition to her participation in the commencement. Brooks may be available for
some poetry readings on campus before
the commencementexercises. Lucy iscurrentlyinvestigatingthis possibility.

Schools offer Irish
studies
by John Teehan
The University of Detroit and Oakland
University, in conjunction with University
College of Cork and Trinity College of
Dublin,offer anew kindof study program
inIreland.
This summer, between May 10 and June
20, "IrishStudies in the West," located on
the westcoast of Ireland in County Kerry
for five weeks and in Dublin City for one
week, gives a complete picture of Ireland
—
its history, literature and people in
twodistinct environments, the countryand
the city.
The flavor of the west springs
— from the
very locale of the program ocean-front
cottageson the DingleBay and the Ring of
Kerry, amid the ancient customs of the

—

—

Exploring and understanding the
magic of ruralIreland its language, its
rugged terrain and breath-taking scenery
revealsthe beautyof the unspoiled Irish

country.

—

nature.

Dublin, withitsGeorgian flavor and historical background, offers a view of bigcity living and atmosphere. The city is
home to about 570,000 people.
The Irish enjoy some of their balmiest
weather during May and June. Enjoying
spectacular sunsets over Dingle Bay or
mountain climbing in the Wicklow Mountains south of Dublin is only a touch of
what the travel programhas tooffer.
What better way to absorbIrish history,
literature andculture than to learn among
the wit andhumor of the Irishmanand the

by Clarke W. Hammersley
SeattleUniversity administration hasdecided to cancel the foreign language department's French inFrance program. Citing the recent university wide budget cuts,
John Topel, S.J. announced Monday that
the budget the Board of Trustees recently
approved did not include monies to fund
the program for next year.
Topel, who is vice president for academic affairs, said that when he looked at
the alternatives, the foreign languages department could still grant degrees without
having to send students to France.
"It's not inthe budget for nextyear," said
Topel, "because when you get down to a
point, a point where you get down to the
bottom line,you have to askif there is anything you can postpone or can do temporarily which will not cut into the degree
granting facilities of the university.
"Since we can continue to grant the degree in French without having to have a
French abroad program, it had a certain
vulnerability." Topel said the French in
France program faced the same situation
last yearand that the university was able to
find some money to refund it at the last
minute. Lastminute funding for this year,
however,appears bleak,he said.
"There's a very tenuoushope that wewill
be able to pour into the budget once more
and find some monies which neither I
nor
the deans nor anybodyelsehasbeen able to
find up to the present," he said. "But I'm
not optimistic," he added.
Topel stressed that the program is being
canceled for budgetary reasons only and
that if there were better alternatives he
would consider them. "I'm doing everything Ican to find a way not to suspend the
program. My best hope is that the worst
the scenario wouldbeis suspendingit fora
yearand kicking itback up againas soonaswe get someother funds or aturnaroundin
enrollment," he said.

"I will not stay at Seattle University if
they cut the program said Jennifer
Grathwol,a Frenchmajor whois signedup
to go to France. "Right now I'm pretty upset about it," said Grathwol, "Iknow one
person who will definitely not beback next
yearandalot ofother people whoare seriously thinking about it."
Grathwol said she is trying to set up a
meeting withothers to confront the administration. She said she wants to get students
involved so the university willhear howthe
students feel about thecancellation of the
program.
"I can't believe that the university is being so stupid," saidPeter Hauge, a student
who is also signedup to go to France next
year. "I think they're alienating the students," he said, "and they'regoing toloose
them. Iknow thatfor sure. Three out of
four people that I'vetalked toareleaving if
they cancel it,"he added.
Hauge saidhe thinks the university handled the cancellation of the abroad programinthe wrongmanner.He saidthe university advertised forjhe students last year
and thencanceled the program before they
could do anything to counteract the cut.
"It's too late to switch schools and get
any kind of financial aid. They should at
least keepitfor next year to avoid the same
problems withthe incoming students," said
Hauge.
Jane Dozer, who is an instructor for the
program,said she sees the cut as a significant challenge to the instructors and stu-

..

dents.

"I think there are a variety of possible
solutions to the problem. One idea is we
can rethink our on campus course offerings and offer our study abroad programs
onlyevery other year. We can also seek alternate ways to fund the already existing
programs," said Dozer. She added that
S.U. could also coordinate its abroad programs with otheruniversities.
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JosephCardinal Bernardine received anhonorary degree from Seattle
Universityon March 2.

I

I

Cardinal awarded degree
Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, archbishop

ofChicago, was awarded an honorary doctorate of humanities

from Seattle Univer-

sity in an academic convocation held on

March2.
In a speech given in Pigott Auditorium
the cardinal said that moral, political and
economic responsibilities do not end at the
time of birth,according to an article in the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer on March 3,
1986.
In taking parts from a well-publicized
speech of two years ago, he said that the
Catholic Church should develop a pro-life
ethic that defends life from birth until
death.
In 1983 Bernardin composed the U.S.
Catholic Bishops' pastoral letteronnuclear
charmand beauty of the IrishColleen.
This study program into Irish culture
can gain graduates or undergraduates
three-to-eight semester credits or can be
audited for $1,950 (including room,
meals, ground transportation, theater),
plus $5 17 round tripflight from Boston.

arms.
Since then, thecardinal hasbeen linking
opposition to abortion and to nuclear arms
together with what is now known as the
"seamless garment argument. The argumenthascontracted attention from bothinside andoutside thechurch.
About400 clergy,faculty and laypeople
attendedthe convocation hearing the cardinal say that defending human life is protecting the humanperson.
The cardinal, dressedin a red skull cap,
a red satin cape anda black cassock with
red piping trim, said that the Catholic
Church has the opportunity to influence
ethics inAmerica.
He said that our positions run across
party linesandcontradict notions of liberal
and conservative.
For more information call or write:

M.B. Pigott, Study Abroad, Oakland University, Rochester, Mich., 48063; (313)
370-4131 or (313) 652-3405.

Or: E.J. Wolff, Study Abroad, University of Detroit, Detroit, Mich., 48221;
(313) 927-1105 or (313) 652-3405.

—
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Million pleases
aid office
by Raelene Sam
How does the financial aid office feel
about the extra one million dollars they

Malcolm Miller (left) and Seattle University's Bob Harmon at Mr.Miller's presentationon Chartres Cathedral.

Chartres lecture given
by ChristopherMarcell
Pigott Auditorium was filled to near ca-

pacity last Friday for a lecture and slide
presentation on the famous Chartres Cathedral by Malcolm Miller, the world-renowned authority on the subject.

The 1p.m.show (there was also one at
1:30p.m.,Feb. 27)entertained many peo-

ple whoalready hada working knowledge
of thecathedral.
A man who had been to Chartres,
France and the cathedral last September,
affirmed that Miller was "very expert,
veryexcellent." C.R. Harmon,of the Seattle University history department,made an
introduction by paying respect to all parties involved inhelping bring the lecturer
back to Seattle for the 15th time. He then
welcomedMiller as "a man whoneeds no
introduction." The audience responded
witha hearty round of applause.
Miller started by announcing Chartres
Cathedral had recently been labeled a
"world heritage" in the same way that the
Great Pyramids and the Louvre are. He
said the cathedral was indeed "a great
achievement in human spirit." He has lecturedin Seattlemore thanany other city in
theUnitedStatesinthe past two decades, a
prime reason why Seattle Mayor Charles
Royer termedFeb. 28 as "Malcolm Miller
Day." Miller gave a general lecture concerning the cathedral at his 1:30 presentation (Feb. 27) and therefore, decided to
concentrate on the three portals and the
three windows of the west facade. That
particular section, he said,is the onlyportion which remains from the cathedral
nearly leveled by fire in 1194.
The portals and the windows gain their
significance from the cathedral's impor-

tance as ahistorical Christiancultural center; it was one of the great pilgrimage
sights of the Middle Ages. It was alsoan

willbereceiving fromthe tuition increase?
"I am pleased with the putting together
of the budget for this year and that giving
additional money for financial aid was a
priority," said Janet Crombie, director of
Financial Aid. Crombie added that with
the cost ofeducation increasing while federaland state funding for financial aid is
leveling off (fundings at the same amount
with a slight increase) for the past three
years, the result is anever increasing gap
between financial aid and the cost of education.
The financial aid office at S.U. offers
"need based" aids, merit scholarships and
student loans. Merit scholarships are aid
funded independent of need based onacademic achievements identified by S.U. administration's ranking system.
Financial aid "need based" fundingsare
established on a student's family support
toward education. If the student's family
supportisless thaneducation cost the student is eligible for financial aid. The federal law requires a standard formula that
must be used to determine how much a
family can give towardeducation cost.
This standardformula isusedby thecollege scholarship service. A budget of the
education cost (tuition, books, board) is
first estimated. This budget is thenused to
minus the family's resources with the reth student's need.
mainder - equaling =
(Budget Resources Need)Then financial aidcovers this need, distributing equitable among the financial aid recipients.

■
9.

S.U. has recognized the fact that the
present financial aid fundings cannot meet

the demands of the cost of education and
lias given priority by giving this additional
financial aid funding. With this additional
aid, new students plusold ones willbeable
tomeet theireducational cost.
"This one million dollars is a good size
piece of money and willbe able tohelp students, a few dollars more would make a
difference to a student," said Crombie.
This year, the increase ofTinanciaTaid
will be 66 percent, equaling the 8.8 percentincrease intuition. Withthis increase,
financial aid in S.U. will equal the financial aid inother private schoolsinthearea.
How about students who do not receive
financialaid? Well, according to Crombie
there are about a thousand jobs per year
posted oncampus in whicha non-financial
aidstudent can workfor theexperienceand
for the money. About two-thirds of these
jobs are for the non-work study students,
with the remaining one-third for work
study students.
There is also the Spring job fair where
employers from different firms and companies come on campus to interview for
part time (school quarter) and full time
(summer)employment. This fair has been
very successful in the recent years. This
year'sjob fair willbeon April 23. Crombie
encourages students to visit the fair.
Asa note ofreminder to all financial aid
students, Crombieurges these recipients to
reapply every year for eligibility if they
were rejected before and to ask for a revision of their financial aid.

institution for higherlearning.
In the fourth century when the town of
Chartres was part of the expandingChristianempire,the firstoffive incarnations of
the cathedra] werebuilt. By the 1100's the
fourth cathedral on the site hadbecome a
renowned school.
All learning, said Miller, was transmitted orally without the use of books, for no
one knew how to read.The text for the pupils was the building itself, and he describedChartres as "onebigbook." Miller
showed how the students curriculum,including grammar, dialects, arithmetic,
music and astronomy, were sculpted in the
stone above the cathedral entrances. He
also toldhow thethree phases of thelife of
Christ were sculpted into the stone above
the portals.
He traced the lineage of the Jesse Tree
through the pictures on the windows, then
followed the familiar events Joseph and
Mary encountered during the birth of
Christ.Healso showed the death of Jesus
andhis ascension into heaven, pictured in
the brilliant color of the windows.
Miller described the techniques used to
make the original stained glass. He also
touched on some of the methods used by
restorers in the 15th century. Pictures of
the glass before it was cleaned in the last
century reveal thecolorful visionof theunnamed artists of Chartres.
Miller said the cathedral is the home of
"theMother Mary, onearth." A portion of
Mary's clothing, (worn while she was givingbirth to Christ), shownina slide, is one
of therelishedartifacts housed at thecathe______
dral.

Fellowships awarded to S.U. faculty
Ten faculty members have been named

recipients ofthe 1986 Summer Faculty Fellowships.
Accordingto an article inafaculty newsletter, Broadway and Madison, the recipients are: Karen Brown, assistantprofessor
of business; David Brubaker,assistant professor and chairperson of biology; Gary
Chamberlain, associate professor of theology and religious studies; Robert Glass,
assistant professor of software engineering; Ree4 Guy, associate professor and

chairperson of physics; Steen Hailing, associate professor and chairperson of psychology; George Santisteban,professor of
biology; JamesSawyer,associate professor
of public service; Ken Stikkers, assistant
professor of philosophy; and Patricia
Weenolsen, assistant professor of psychologyThe fellowships provide financial support for instructional or research projects.
Twenty-four proposals were submitted,
which were reviewed by a seven-member
faculty committee.

Deoorah Scott, graduating senior in accounting at Seattle University,
has been chosen by the Financial Accounting Standards Board to fill
one of five postgraduate internships for the year commencing this July.
Scott, whose home is in Issaquah, will perform research and analysis
for the board and make presentations about the Fasb's deliberative
and standard-setting process to groups throughout the country. She
hasbeen an activeleader in S.U.s Beta Alpha Psi accounting fraternity
and plans to work for Arthur Andersen and Co. upon her returnto Seat-,
tie in1987.
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ASSU President: Abby Gher-

may

ASSU Ist Vice President:
Lorine Singleton

ASSU 2nd Vice President:
Trisha Brown
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ASSU Treasurer: John
Schwab

STUDENTS ELECT CANDIDATES TO ASSU POSITIONS
Sam to the senate.
Also on the ballot was an amendment,

Doug Sanders
Winning byless than twopercent, Abbesclom (Abby) Ghermay waselected ASSU
president in the primary electionlast week.

whichin effect,changed the inaugural date
of thenew officers from April 1 to April2,

Also elected were Lorine Singleton to Ist
vice president, Patricia Brown to 2nd vice
president, John Schwab to treasurer, and
Tina O'Brien, Deatra Scott and Raelene

andaresolution to callfor the divestment of
Seattle University fromSouth Africa. The
Amendment passed 276-54, and theresolution on South Africa was supportedby 84

percent of the voters with278 votes forand
80 votes against.

Inthepresidential race, Ghermay edged

out MikeMullenby 10 votes, winning 268-

258.Inthe Ist vice president race, Lorine
Singleton received 54 percent of the votes
(282) over Bob Brown who received 46
percent (238 votes). In the 2nd vice presi-

Students enjoy the unseasonably, warm weather last
week by lounging on the grass and playing frisbee.

dential race, Patricia Brown received 53

percent (263) to out pace Shawn Carleton
who pulled in47 percent (232). John Schwab won the treasurer race, beating Joe
Lawless 233 (54 percent) to 201 (46 per-

cent). All three senate candidates were
elected, with Tina O'Brien receiving the
most votes,309, followed by Deatra Scott,
307;andRaelene Sam with243 votes.
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Students protest investments,tuition
(continued frompageone)

called"significant, though not adequate."
The trustees approved a tuition increase

of $12percredit-hour. Althoughuniversity
revenues gointoa general fundfrom which
expenditures are drawn, Sullivan said the
equivalent of $8 will go toward financial
aid, while $2 will go to faculty and adminisrators' raises, and $2 will go to staff
raises.
ASSU president David Hankins spoke at
Friday'smeeting inregard to thetuitionincrease. SullivansaidHankins "didnot talk
about the level of the increase, but more
about where the funds aregoing." Hankins
suggested that less of the tuition increase
go toward financial aid, and more toward

projects in the student life area, Sullivan
said.
"One of the diffulties that the trustees
had in responding to Davids proposal,"
Sullivan said, "is that he gave no examples." "When Ileft the meeting, I
had a
generalfeeling that a few of the trustees are
really concerned about the situation that's
going on now," Hankins said. "That's
something the students should know."
The new faculty handbook, an outline of
faculty members' rights and responsibilities, was approved by the trustees Friday.
Jim Hogan said that not all faculty members were happy with some parts of the
handbook on Friday morning before the
trustees'meeting. Sullivan convinced the
faculty senate toapprove thehandbook before he submittedit to the trustees. Inorder

to do so, Sullivan added to the

handbook
proposal an amendment clause which will
provide for additional debate on points
within the handbook as soon as possible,
according to Faculty Senate president Dr.
James Hogan.
Sullivan also drew faculty approval by
pointing out that if the handbook was not
submitted to the trustees Monday, the faculty would nothave thebenefit of thehandbook as a description of their contractural
relationship with the university when new
contracts are presented in the middle of
March.
Hogan said the faculty senate will
"spend the next threemonths trying to isolate areas of concern, and shape anamendment to present to the administration."

S.U. Gleed Professor
selected
by AngieBabcock
President William J. Sullivan,S.J., announced that David L. Kurtz has been
named as the Thomas F. Gleed professor of
business effective Feb. 1,in a memorandumreleasedFeb. 20.
Kurtz was the first holder of the Gleed
chair whenhe came to Seattle University in
1980. Kurtz has written many textbooks,
including "Contemporary Marketing,"
"Foundations of Marketing," "Contemporary Personal Finance" and "Contemporary Business," co-authored with Louis
Boone.
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SoapboxForum
Students win
divestment
battle but
lose tuition war
IT'S NOT ENOUGH !
The fact that Seattle University has divestedits holdings from South Africa is commendable. At least now Ican sleep at night knowing that my university is nolonger making money
from the oppression ofhuman beings in a racist regime.

BUT the same day the Board of Trustees voted to divest, they also meekly followed the
administration's suggestionto raise tuition8.8 percent.So once again itis we, the students,
who areleft holding the bag.
While the administration winskudos from the press about its new enlightened investment
policy, the students willbe scroungingpennies to pay for next year's tuition.
LastFriday you, the students,gathered to show your disdain for the lack of dialogue between the students and administration. Almost 200 of you met, talked andthen marched
through the streets of the school.
Believe me, thisshow of studentunity was as much responsible for the divestment decision
as any moral question the Boardof Trustees might havehad.
Yet now the students ofS.U. must carry on the campaign. Our newly elected studentleaders must show strength and leadership inthese difficult times. They must holdhigh thebanner of unity that hasbeen passed on to them.
The fact remains that you, the students, are still essentially a powerless majority on this
campus. Your concerns about the lack of studentlife activities, the deteriorating conditions
of the classrooms, the questionable food you are forced to eat here are still burning issues
that remain unresolved.
Now that you haveseenthat students canmake a difference,now that you haveseen thatthe
administration will listen to youif you insist,now is the time to fight on.

into
a violent nightmare
Belfast vacation erupts
—
This is the author's impressionofBelfast belongs to the Irish withoutCheryl.
Ican only hope that the current condibasedonhis recent tripto Ireland
tions
do not get out of hand. If they do, I
by John Teehan
7:00 a.m. It has taken me a couple of
have nowhere to turn. Straight ahead is a
hours to get up here to Belfast, but how I British blockade fortified by an armored
wish Iwerestill back in the hotel room in car, and if Itry to backup and retrace my
Dublin with Cheryl. The joys of sleeping route that brought me into this cesspool,I
wouldbe heading into the midstof themob
late. What a day Ipicked to get up early.
that has spread out and grown innumbers.
This is supposed to be a vacation of freeWith all luck, Cheryl is probably still
domand exploration, rest andcomfort.
sleeping
that wouldbe thebest thing for
For years I
of
a
to
havedreamed
vacation
her. Ifshe awakes and finds me gone, she
Ireland. Now the time seems right. We
will undoubtedly know where Iam. Ido
pick May because money is available and
not
keep it a secret, notback in the Statesor
the weather is ideal. But Northern Ireland
neverchanges; strife is year-round here.
hereinEire.Ihave a deepsympathy for the
Ifeel the situation develop. Across the
IRA cause and want a first hand glance at
debris-strewn street the soldiers are ad- the Troubles.
The "Troubles." That is what the Irish
vancing whileon theother side themob is

—

getting extremely restless. Ihear voices
rising, and verbal abusebecomes themain
form of speech as two factions prepare to
wagecombat.
What do Ido now? Iknow this kindof
activity is common occurrence for the natives of Belfast, but the only thing that is
going through my mindis Bloody Sunday,
1972, inDerry; 13Irishwere gunned down
by British paratroopers.
If Imake a dash for it, will the soldiers
think Iam an IRA terrorist? Will there be
bullets to dodge and hell to pay? Maybe
they will see the rent-a-car sticker on the
front bumper andrealizeI
ama stray tour—
ist who has strayed too far from home
and safety.
My 1981 Renault has been through
plenty the past two weeks. Cheryl and I
still have two weeks of vacation left inIreland. Maybe Ican nonchalantly maneuver
my way to shelter.
Cheryl. Iam thankful she stayed behind
in Dublin.Itis much safer in the Republic.
Ulster, this part of the island, is not fit for
consumption. Maybe sneaking out in the
early hours was not ethical
— ButIhad tosee
this portion ofIreland yes, Ireland, it

.

call thispresent situation. Itstartedin1969
when British troops occupied Northern
Ireland. The IRA (IrishRepublican Army)
still wagesa bloody campaign to unite all
Ireland.

Commentary
Enough of the "Troubles." Ihave suffichavedriveninto a
ient troubles ofmy own. I
Catholic ghetto in Belfast. The graffiti on
the buildings tell the story: "Free Derry,"
"Free Bobby Sands," "Get Out, British."
After all, the majority of the Protestant
population would not smear the walls with
"Get Out,British."
am,I
Even as Irish-Catholic asI
make up
my mind to advance toward the British
blockade. Ihope they will see that Iam a
tourist with a big dilemma. They are the
force of authority ;they have to make quick
and careful decisions. As Iinch my way
forward, I
hear a large explosion a sudglare
orange materializes.
of
den
My guess is petrol bombs. The mob is
hurling petrol bombs! The soldiers do not
retreat. Instead they pick up the challenge,
and with the rat-a-tat-tatof machine guns.
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the battle is on.
But noone is dropping within the ranks
of the mob. Are the British using plastic
bullets? Decoy bullets? All the same, the
petrol bombs do not do much damage, except scatter debris here and there. The two
sides are still half a block apart. For the
moment, scare tactics are the measure.
And Iam frightened!
As the confrontation is taking place
around me, Imust make a quick decision.
The armored truck and the blockade are
immobile. Men are running aroundhelterskelter and there does not seem to be any
form of organization.Iturn the Renault
around to make my escape. The way I
came leads back to Cheryl andsafety.
Not achance! Themob is chanting obscenities and throwing rubbish in the soldiers' direction,and like the soldiers, they
are performing their movements ina haphazard way. It is Irish-Catholics, with
some Anglo-Irish background, striking at
theBritish any way they can.
Who is to say who is right? Maybe the
British do have a right to be in Northern
Ireland. Ido not think so. TheIrish people
in this part of the country were usurped
from their landhundreds of yearsago. And
the struggle continues.
Dial agreedto separateIreland
— TheIrish
North and South in 1922, with the
North remaining a British possession. Is
their battle one ofnationalism against imperialism? TheIRA keeps fighting, fighting the treaty signedin 1922, a treaty that
was goodbecause itallowed 26of32 counties to break free ofBritish subjugation.
I
see an opening, an alley partially hidden by bullet-ridden sandbags, between
twobadly-worn buildings. Without hesitation that is my next move in this earlymorning nightmare. Islam the car into the
bags and force my way into the alley, in
what Ihope is a move toward shelter. Behind me, the mob keeps their distance as

—

—
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the soldiers subject them to doses of teargas and threats of moving the armored ve-

hicle. Something must have happened recently to provoke this madness. Iknow I
will probably never find out the reasonand
my intentions are not to stick around and
doso.
The alley can becompared to any brutalizedalleyor street inNew YorkCity. Trash
and broken glass everywhere.Everyplace,
where there were windows, there are now
large black empty spaces. The buildings
are brutally charred and the few doors
standing are ripped half-way off their
hinges. The sky is even gray with gloom.
This place smells ofabandonment.
Iturn around inmy seat to the sound of
extreme noise. The crowd has provoked
the troops,and although the troops areoutnumbered three-to-one, they attack with
pistols and nightsticks in hand. People
scream as they are hit over the head or
across the chest with deadly weapons. Another small petrol bomb explodes and a
soldier goes down.
Only minutes have passed since I
stumbledintothishellhole.It seemslike an eternity,but in reality ithas been slightly more
than five minutes.
Cheryl and I
were supposed to leave for
Galway this morning, clear on the other
sideof Ireland.Our plans were to head out
before noon. Ithought Icouldrun up here
and get back in time, at least grasp some
significance of the conditions, and leave
mycuriosity forother ventures. Little did I
knowmy plans wouldbe altered by thereal
happenings.
After the clash of arms the altercation
seemed todissipate quite rapidly. The mob
was no match for the soldiers and their
weapons. Iwas able to maneuver the Renault back intothe streetandbeon my way.
Although observed by a dozen or so soldiers, I
am notbothered as Imake my way
out ofBelfast and back to Dublin.

Allletters to the editor must be250 wordsor less, typed
double-spaced, signed and mailed or delivered to the
Spectator by 12pm Saturday. LookingAhead entries must
bemailedor delivered byspm Thursday.All must includea
phonenumberandaddress.Letters willbepublished ona
space availablebasis and may beeditedas needed.
Postmaster: Send address changesto the Seattle UniversitySpectator,12th Avenue andEast Spring Street, Se-

attle, WA, 98122.

The Spectator is published every Thursday during the
academic school year, excluding school holidays. Annual
subscriptions cost $10 and third class postage is paid at
Seattle, WA.
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Reagan's 'new individualism' wins young voters
by LanceR. Tormey
Ronald Reagan worries me. In a press

conference in 1984, he said to the youngin
America, "Stand back. Your generation is
somethingspecial."
WhenIfirst heardthisitreminded me of
the remark made to star-struck parents of
newborns, "Now, THAT'S a baby." Even
our good friend Abby Hoffman had something to say about college students of the
80s: "They have designer brains."
What does Reagan have to do with this
"new individualism"
among young people?Reagan, whohas
been accused of running his campaigns
like pep rallies, has won over a mass of
young voters. Many are 18 to 24-year-old
college students. What does Reagan offer
thatis so appealing to these young people?
Many just love winners. Others say Reagan
T5l grandfather figure and every generation can identify withgrandpa.
Ok. Iconfess Ivotedfor Reaganin1984.
And Idid so for the same reasons that
many American young people did. Iwas

taken by his strongpersonality andtricked
by his bad acting. So Iwould like to offer
other reasons why we were swayed by this
grade "B" moviehero.
I
am thoroughly convinced thatit was the
Reagan philosophy of individualism that
was, and still is, most appealing to young
America. We (college age 18-24) are the
target audience of the Republican puppet
public relations coordinators. Through
Reaganthey send messages that insist anyone can make it on his or her own, andindeedMUST makeiton his or her own.

Opinion
Think about it. The entire child-raising
ethic of the country is to produce independence in our children. We treat our childrenasunique and special,thereby nurturing their individualism. We instillin them
the beliefthatsooner orlater (in the caseof
most,preferably sooner),they will provide
their own sole support.

By the time our children reach voting
age (as I
did in 1984), they are ready to
strike out on their own. They are more
likely to live on their ownand less likely to
be amember of a family than at any other
timein their lives. Yes,Iwasallof this and
had been raised in the light of all
more. I
individAmericanethics freedom
ualism
I
was primed and ready to
vote Reagan into office. He gave me the
power to notice my individualism. Hegave
me the power to become involved in my
own government.I
felt highly independent
and ready to stand behind all Republican
policies.
Now,years later, I
havenoticed the flaws
of this resurgent individualism. Anybody
whodeals with youngpeople witnesses the
single-minded worshipof the self-centered
"Can-do Spirit." Many of today's young
people are not aware of the warning signs
presented to them daily, such as warnings
of famine and nuclear disaster. We have
truly become (with the encouragement
of
—
Reagan) the "me generation" the gener-

....

—

...

ationof designerbrains.
Call it youthful selfishness, but selfishnessand self-interest are all the same. The
optimism of Reagan comes over like the
encouraging words ofa grandparent.In the
1984 debate, when Mondale spoke of the
arms race, Ialmost forgot he was talking.
His warnings about nuclear holocaust and
financial disaster sounded like warnings
from parents who are about to let their
daughter go out with the high school hippie.
Oh yes, there is one more thing about
Reaganand America's youth: bothareunhindered by facts andhistory.
Yes, I
am worried. Since that day at the
voting booth in 19841havelearned alot. I
have learned what "they" mean by political persuasion. Ihave learned that the
"me" generation is going to bein a lot of
troubleifit doesn't adopt another approach
to life.
AndI
have learned whyMondale was not
elected. He didn't promote individualism
and he wasn'ta Hollywood actor.

LETTERS TOTHE EDITOR
ROTC/Just Wars

cate its officers in the complex ethical,po-

litical and economic realities and values of
To the Editor:
theworldin which they take up arms. And
Although Icannot claim "I was misbelieve that such education should take
I
quoted," the Spectator
place not justincorecoursesbut withinthe
articlebyKip Louion theplace ofROTC
curriculum of the ROTC itself,as itdoesin
at Seattle University did not represent my
the curriculum giveninour presentBullethinking on the subject any more than any
tinofInformation.
interview would.Neither will this shortlet6. However, I
am troubled by the prester do justice to the topic,but at leasthereI ence of a standing army and its concomiwill be responsible for getting across the
tant human temptation to rely on force
jist of my argument within my own paramrather thanon negotiationor the search for
just economic structures as the primary
Briefly I
can sketch my view of the place
way to peace.I
do not see that the convenofROTCon aCatholic collegecampus untional forces wehave amassed, to say nothdersix points:
ing to our nuclear shield, are really func1 Ibelieve that Jesus' position on nontioning as a deterrent, while welabor for
violence expressed in his Sermon on the
other ways to resolve conflictinour world.
Mount implies apacifist stance with regard
During the Reagan years there hasbeen
more and more reliance on military
2. Ibelieve that this stance of non-viobuildup instead of negotiations or the eslence must not remain simply personal but
tablishment of a new international ecomust be structured into society's institunomic order as the way to peace. (Indeed,
tions if thereisever to be peace on earth.
theUnited States hasbeen theprincipal obThus Ibelieve that only inJesus' way will stacle to the United Nations search for a
the world come to peace, and so hismesnew international economic order.)
sage is the indispensible message of salvaOur government's ignoring of the World
tion for humans.
Court judgmentagainst the U.S. mining of
3. However, in contradiction to CarmiNicaraguanportsand our policy of aggreschael Peters,Ido not think there isany facsive warfare in Nicaragua and in other
ile way to apply the message of Jesus to Central American countries has made me
complicated structures already present in lean more andmore to the judgement that a
the world. For example,Jesus' wordsabout
standing army is, in present United States'
lending without any hope of interest could
policy, nota just wayof defense.Itisan inmean theendof the banking system in the
strumentofeconomic oppression whichalcontemporary world, but Idoubt that Pelows 5 percent of the world's population to
ters would want animmediate dismantling
consume 40 percent of its resources year
ofour present financial institution soas to
after year.
be faithful to Jesus' words.
cannot
AsI
reflect on thisphenomenonI
In today's heavily populated world the
verify in just war theory itself the principoor can be fed only through complicated ples which would justify a standing army
financial and technological structures in
for theUnitedStates at this time,andso my
thehands of peopleimbued withJesus' valsupport for an ROTC program isincreasues.It is one of the gUmes of theCatholic
ingly eroded.
theological tradition that just as it uses reaThese are, at best, sketchy thoughts
sonand science to understand what Jesus brieflyexpressed. I
should be happy to see
meant, so it utilizes these to apply his
wide-ranging
discussion
them stimulate a
words to complex situations.
about American foreignandeconomic pol4.One wayof dealing withthe mediation icy here at S.U.,tosee ifmysuspicionsexof Jesus' words on non-violence into the pressedinnumber sixabove are really true
conflictual world ofnation-states has been or not. If they are true I
would have the
the just war theory, which, incidentally,
most serious reservationsabout continuing
maintains aprejudice in favor of pacifism ROTC on the campus of S.U.
through each of its points. Ido not think
Sincerely,
that the five points of discernment which
L.John Topel,S.J.
allow for a just war have been often veriVice President for
fied, andso as a Christian I
remain sceptiAcademic Affairs
cal ofits use. Still,itremains apart of the
Catholic ethical tradition which could
prove helpful in the limitedsituation.
5. If there could be a (rare) place for a
To theEditor and William Sullivan,S.J.:
just war then there would be a place for a
This is the third time since Istarted my
civilian army. (I do not think there is any
room for the all-professionalarmy inaugu- education at Seattle University that tuition
rated by former President Nixon.) And if has been increased.Iam tired of being exthere is an army then there is place for a pected to passively sit by while annual tuition increases continue to hike my cost of
program in which liberallyeducated men
education.
andwomenbecome its officers.
You are concerned about a decrease in
Ithink that such a program shouldedu-

.

Tuition hike

enrollment.It wouldseem tome thatin this
case, the laws of supply and demand can
provide an answer. Let me explain. The
supply and demand curvesintersect at the
point known as the equilibrium price. If
thenominal price isdifferent thantheequilibrium price, you willhaveeither a surplus
of your product or a shortage, depending
upon whether the nominal price is greater
or less than the equilibrium price respectively. It wouldseem to me that thenominal
price of tuition is above the equilibrium
price. In my opinion, this is what iscausing the decline inenrollment that S.U.has
been experiencing. In light of this argument, can S.U. justify ANY tuition increases?
The fact that S.U. provides 75percent of
the financialaidhere does notsurprise me.
We are simply creating an artificial expense, an expense which ultimately benefits no one. From reading the article on
page two of the Feb. 28th edition of the
SpectatorMappears as if a majorportion of
tuition is used to subsidize financial aid.
On this premise, wouldit notbe wise tocut
back a portion of S.U. supplied financial
aid andlower tuitionaccordingly? Iftuition
israised to $148 a credit hour,my cost of
attending this institution will goup $540.
wereafinancial aid recipient,
However,if I
my total tuitionincrease wouldonlybe $90
per year as my $450 increase in financial
aid wouldpartially offset my new bill.Iam
at the point now where I
can barely afford
to pay tuition,muchlessa tuition increase.
To date,I
feel thatI
havebeen denieda satisfactory explanation of the annual tuition
increasesI
have seen. Through our tuition
increases,are we pricingour education out
of reach of those who need it most? As
alumni, my brother Ken and my sister
Tern find ithard to contribute when they
see my tuition costs skyrocketing and at
the same time read in the newspapers that
Boeinghas justdonateda milliondollars to
the university.
I
understand the hardships your job entails. As president of the Finance Club, I
sometimes feel that everyone is fighting
me.I
thank you for taking the time to read
letter,
this
andIwould sincerelyappreciate
your comments.
Darrell Bryant

Black professors
To theEditor:
Not long ago a man named Martin
Luther King Jr. courageously spoke out
against racism and said we should never
judgepeople by their color, whether it be
brow,black, white,yellow, etc. After reading the Feb. 13 articles in the Spectator,!
got the impression that some studentsthink
more instructors should be hired because
of their black color. When you think about
it, that's racism,isn't it?
Peter Vandenberg

President Sullivan

To theEditor:
In response to Peter K. Hauge's letter to
the editor publishedin the Feb. 27th issue
of the Spectator,! wouldlike to make a few

comments.
Granted, Seattle University has many
problems at present,particularly in the areas of money and enrollment (which tend
to go handin hand). But Peter, do you really think that if Fr. Sullivan instituted all

of your suggestions tomorrow, that everything wouldbe all right? Or evenbetter? I
doubt it. Thereare noanswers to allof the
problems faced by many of the private
schools today. By taking care of some
problems, weassume others. And, no matter what an administrator does or decides,
people like yourself are going to complain
and criticize his or her every move— even
when something occurs that the president
has little or no control over, it still has a
way of being his orher responsibility.
I
don't question Fr. Sullivan's credibility
as an administrator very often. It seems to
me that, although he doesn't have a ready
solution to every problem, wecouldbe alot
worse off with another president. Fr. Sullivanhas been involvedin The Jesuit EducationSystem for many years— longbefore
were evenin the planning stage,
you and I
Peter,and heknows thebusiness aspectsof
education, as well as other aspects, very
well. He does his job very well when we
consider what he is often forced to work
with. And,if you think foraminute thathe
would let S.U. "die" by some kind of
choice, think again. I
think you'll have a
rather difficult time finding someone who
is more dedicated to this institution than
Fr. Sullivan.
Let's face it, it's not Fr. Sullivan whom
most people criticize. Most of us live by
prefer to call "the top dog synwhat I
drome." As all institutions falter in some
way or another, we look for a scapegoat.
Whether it'sthe presidentof S.U.or President Reagan, when times are tough, we
feel a strong need to blame someone. The
old Peanut Gallery strikes every time.
Idon'tmean to deny the fact that certain
changes need to bemade here. They do.In
fact, some are imperative if weare to have
any future. For instance,raising tuition so
that we can continue to operate on a surplus budget doesn't sit well with me. At the
same time, however,Idon't thinkit'sfair to
say that the 1991 Plan is going to be paid
for, in part,by the tuitionincrease because
it isn't. The plan comes strictly from a
budget that has been donated by the public
sector.

As far as alumni, Mr. Hauge, Idon't
know who you have been talking to. I've
received a good education here at S.U. It
hasbeen the most rewarding experience of
(continued on pageeight)
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Fr. Sullivan
(continuedfrom pageseven)

my life to dateand Ican truthfully assert
that if and when Iget my hands on some
money, Iwill support this institution as
best I
can.
You could be right, Peter. We might be
headed for some real trouble if we don't
make some significant changes over the
next few years. ButI
can't help wondering
about a few things in your letter,Peter.For
instance, what makes you such an expert
on the administration of this school that
you can make some of the claims that you
make? Ihave a feeling that if you knew
more of the facts (which Iwon't claim to
know), you might realize that you have
some very simplistic answersto some very
complicated issues. Who knows? You
might even experiencea bit of sensitivity
toward Fr. Sullivanand the other administrators and the dilemmas that they are
faced with.
Finally,Ihave a concern regardingyour
method of criticism. You did raise some
very important issues and that is certainly
a good thing. But is it really necessary to
take a meat-ax to Fr. Sullivan to get your
point across? Do you have to disrespectfully call him Bill? And fill your arguments with sarcasm and irony to get the
truth across? Ithink not. Let me conclude
by mentioningsomething that I
learnevery
single time Iget hot under the collar and
start throwingsparks: positive growth will
nevereven start until there is understanding.
Sincerely,
Chris Clements

Nuclear free zone
To the Editor:
Iam writing inresponse to aJanuary ar-

ticle "S.U.— Nuclear free zone?" written
by The Coalition ForHumanConcern.
Intheir article, theCoalition voiced support for declaring Seattle University a nuclear free zone. This wouldmean that we
neither hold nor approve of any nuclear
weapons on our campus. They supported
their claim bystating, "... we have to do
something about this insane paranoia. The
threat ofnuclearattack fromSoviet Russia
terrorizes thisnation." The Coalition suggested that declaring S.U. a nuclear free
zone would 1) decrease or even stop electoral and congressional votes for building

M

more destructive devices, 2) assure Russianstudents that S.U.is "asafe place" and
that itismore attractive becauseits being a
nuclear free zone would mean S.U. is an
"attractive place for others who want world
preservation and a community imaginatively committed to this," and 3) be a beginningstep towards aregional declaration
of a nuclear free zone.
The symbolic implications of such a
statement are made with good intentions
although specific evidence shows it is a
useless gesture in light of our proximity to
military industries
First, a few obvious points need to be
made. Declaring S.U. and even Seattle a
nuclear free zone wouldnoteasily, if at all,
affect the outcome of electoral and congressional votes concerning weapons development.It would definitely declare the
majority of the people's sentiment, but it
also demonstrates their two-sided thinking, that only two alternatives exist:unilateral disarmamentornuclear war. Thereare
other alternatives.
Declaring S.U.anuclear free zone does
not ensure safety to anyone in this areain
time of war. Nor does the statement make
S.U. more attractive to possible Russian
exchange students by saying that the university is concerned about worldpreservationand cultural understanding. One cannot judge a school's academic and cultural
studiesby whetheror not the schoolhas expressedadesire foradeclaration of nuclear
freedom on their campus. EvenifRussians
did exchange with our students and were
exposed to our concern of worldpreservation,it wouldhavenoeffect becausethe ordinary Russian citizen has no say in the
government. Such efforts need to be directed toward a stronger influence from
which agreaterchance ofobtaining results
wouldarise.
Most importantly, we must consider the
areawelivein. Weare ina "class-A" zone,
meaning anarea ourenemies probably will
attack in time of war. Why? Seattle is surrounded by military andnuclear establishments such as Trident, Bremerton, McCord Air Force Base, Fort Lewis, and,
especially, Boeing. Russiais not going to

.

Faculty raise
To theEditor:
Although itdoes not stateso directly, the
article titled "Faculty and Staff Salaries to
Rise" (Spectator, Feb.27), might mislead

readers intobelieving that the teaching faculty are to receive a 12 percent raise for
next year as aresult of the8 8 percent proposed tuition increase. Nothing could be
further from the truth. Theactual compensation increase proposed for faculty is 2.5

.

pefeenk-

Reed A.Guy,
associate professor of physics

Are you for us?
To the Editor:
Ihave attended Seattle University for
three years nowand havebeen anavid S.U.
sports fan. Ilivedon fifthfloor Bellarmine
presently live off camfor two years,andI
pus. During these three years, Ihave attended nearlyall thehome games possible.
As a floor, we were united and showed
the kind of team spirit all schools love to
have. The fans appreciated our enthusiasm, as did theplayers.
At one point last year, we (the floor)
were so excited for our team, that we
caused enough noise to give the visiting
team two free-throws, a "fan

technical!"

Now I
call that real school spirit, although
slightly loud, but it did reflect our willingness to give our full emotions to the game
and our team.

Our basketball teammay not be NCAA,
and they may not be undefeated, but they
are our team! Ifeel that no matter what

we are playing, we should try to attend and cheer for them.
At least we should show support and respect for our players and friends on the
court. Give them the inspiration and courage to continue playing the sport they love
to play and we love to watch.
While attending Monday night's game
(Feb. 10) against the University of Alaska
at Anchorage, Ihad an uneasy feeling
when Ilooked into the stands and saw a
great number of S.U. students sitting and
cheeringfor the U. of A. team.
team

Granted, a large number of S. U. students come from Alaska, but you should
ask yourself a question, "What school do
you attend?"
Theanswer should be S.U.
Apathy isa bigproblem onour campus,
andTfeel a way toend thisproblem is to get
more students to attend the events this
school sponsors.

Yet an evenbigger problem is when we
do not get the student body involved, they
dissociate themselves from their home
team, and cheer for the visiting team.
There is something drastically wrong with
a few individuals' ideas of what team support and school spirit entails. Especially
when some of the supporters are from the
Seattle area.
The school you attend, which some day
willbe your alma mater,is the school you
stand by; no matter how good or bad their
season is. The least wecan do for our players is togive them the support they deserve
and a little motivating encouragement to
play as hard as they can, so that they will

succeed with a winning season.
Even if they don't come out winners all
the time, I'm sure they would greatly appreciate knowing fans love them for the
fine efforts they give.
Philip M.Devin

overlookthese targets just becauseof anuclear free zone declaration by Seattle or
S.U. Nor will these targets movetheir business elsewhere.

While theintent ofthe Coalitionisgood,
their idea of declaring S.U. a nuclear free
zoneis not. We must realize thatmaking a
token statement is not the way to go about

OFFICEASSISTANT
Flexible hours.

Please apply at the Personnel Department, Room 290 in
the Health Resources Building (NW corner of Terry and
Seneca), 925 Seneca, Seattle, Wash. 98101 Open Noon
4p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

-

trying to stop thearms race. Our energies
need to be directed toward efforts which
will produce somerealresults.
Sincerely,
Liana Panesko

.

VIRGINIA MASON
HOSPITAL
583-6503
EOE

DORM FOOD

SURVIVAL KIT

Got the Dorm FoodBlues? One
call to Domino'sPizza will save
you! We make and deliver hot.
tasty, custom-made pizza in less
than 30 minutes. All you have to
do is call! So skip the cafeteria.
Get your favorite pizza instead.
© 1985 Dominos Pizza, Inc.

Callus.
3220094
128 Broadway East

Our drivers carry less than
$20.00.
Limited delivery area.
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Celebrate Spring

"

by Vicki Simmons
Enthusiasm, ExcitementandColor only
begin to describe the thrill of The Bons'

■

"Celebrate Spring Fashion Expo" heldon
February 26th through March Ist.
This big spring event inSeattle was full
of the newest looks for Spring 1986 under
classifications like "making waves",
"sumnKr ccvisrs" ami 'jungre lever".
Splashes ofcolor combined withsoft greys
and beiges is thelatest lookin mens' suits,
layers and layers of primary brights in casual sportswear and brights on white for
the total spring and summer look.
Manufacturers such as "International
News", "Generra", "Emanuelle", "Union Bay", "Esprit" and "Moustache" were
represented in the spirited looks of Spring
'86. They are making strong statementsin
the world of fashion, a world in which we
are all,in one wayor another, involved.
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Body shaping dresses in splashes of color by "Argenti"
make the spring evenings crowd stoppers.

Prints on prints, primary color mixes and casual styles set
these two models off to a great start on Spring '86.
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Models wearing spring pastels express the versatility in dressing
with cool cottons and cool styles.
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All fashions available at greater Seattle
Bon stores.
Much thanks to Marcia Waldron, Fashion Director, The Bon.
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EDITOR....

:

o
Tne Spectator
is now accepting applications "

from qualified students interested in

i
"\

becoming editor in the '86-'B7 academic
s i/^ar Applicants must submit a cover letter
| explaining their interest in the position and i
a resume stating their qualifications. The \
I resume shouldinclude a list ofrelevant
\
iI \
I
journalism
classes and experience. A
"
"
n
r i
description ofresponsibilities of the editor is :
i
pOStedat the Adviser's office.
"-,

\
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Bedandbreakfast inns
offer aunique alternative
by Vonne Worth
If the hotel is full and your parents can
find noroom in Seattle, letthem try abed
andbreakfast inn.They aremorepersonal,

anyway.
"Bed and breakfast inns originated in
Europe and Great Britain when there were
no hotels," said Kate McDill, an operator
ofabedandbreakfast inn,TheChambered
Nautilus,5005 22nd N.E., inSeattle.
They made their way to New England,
then California. They became popular in

andin Seattle, during the 1980s, said McDill.
Bed and breakfast inns were private
homeslistedina registry, then the industry
developed, she said.
A bedandbreakfast inn providesa room
in a house that is in a residential neighborhood.Thehouse is usually an old mansion
withwindow seats, beamed ceilings, wainscoting and other beautiful architecture.
The furniture is the type your mother or
your grandmother used to own; antiques
decorate many ofthe inns. Thehouses may
have five large bedrooms withcomfortable
beds, some with down pillows and down
comforters on the four posterbed. Because
many owners are bakers or chefs, a
scrumptious breakfast is usually served.
At the breakfast table the other guests are
met.Later inthe day,everyonemight read
the paper while sitting in the living room
around the fireplace.
"We think it's a lot more special than a
hotel," said Virginia Lucero, owner of
Beech TreeManor, 1405 Queen Anne Aye.
N.
Her inn is one of seven that form the Seattle Bed and Breakfast Inn Association.
The College
— Inn isanother whichis the
oldest located at 4000 University Way
N.E. The newest member of the association is Roberta's Bed and Breakfast on
Capitol Hill at 1147 16th Aye. It is owned
by Roberta Mar, a 1962 Seattle University

—

alumna.

McDill andDeb Sweet,president of the
association, own and operate the Chambered Nautilus. It has six bedrooms in a
Georgian style house. Chris Chamberlain
operates The Galer Place, 318 W. Galer.
She grinds fresh coffee every day for her
guests, andalso servesherbal andordinary
tea, fresh fruit,yogurt, homemade granola
and homemade bread, muffins, coffee
cake andcheese-baked eggs. She alsowill
servebreakfast inbed to her guests.
Susan Williams, who operatesThe Wilan« House. 1505 4th Aye. N., says that
'icribs,
playpens, and nigncnaus

<uc

available ather establishment. She charges
about $45 per night for most rooms and
$60 foroneroom that is "really nice." She
said there is a great view of Puget Sound
and the Olympic Mountains.
The Chelsea Station is a five-bedroom
brick house near the south entranceto the
Woodland Park Zoo and Rose Gardens.
Rates are $39 to $65 pernight. Itis owned
and operatedby Dick Jones, who stressed
that it isa quiet inn. Theinnisin awooded
setting andhas agreat view of the Cascade
Mountains. The members of the Bed and
Breakfast Association give each other support and cooperate in advertising strategies. Most of the inns are close to S.U.or
are close to major bus lines that would
make it easy to get to the campus.
BeechTree Manor is covered with original artwork above the wainscoting. Delicate white lace curtains covered the window above the window seat. Lucero says
all the furniture is bought at estate sales,
through want ads and at flea markets. She
also has original art, some Picasso, that is
aculmination of 20years of collecting.
Sheplans tostart apublic tearoominher
front room andhas received permits to do
so. She also gives parties, as does ChamberedNautilus.
BRIANROONEYTHESPECTATOR
Lucero says a bed andbreakfast differs
from ahotel ormotelbecause itis "more in The Beech Tree Manor Bed and Breakfast house is one of seven in
a family atmosphere." She said it is easier the area that offer alternatives to hotel stay in Seattle.
for guests to meet and make friends. Her
rates average $50.

Cook offers recipes for a traditional Irish meal
utes. After removing the bread from the

IrishSodaBread
This is a light, crusty bread that is delicious with any meal. Not only isit goodbut
it iseasyfora bread recipe.
1Tablespoon of bacon fat*
2 cupsof white flour
2cups of whole wheat flour#
1/2 teaspoon ofsalt
1 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoonbakingpowder
1/2 cream of tarter (maybe omitted)
2 teaspoonsof sugar
to1 3/4cups buttermilk
"11/2
may use butter instead
#may use 2cups ofwhite flourinsteadof
whole wheat
by LaurindaClark
For many AmericansSaint Patricks Day
has no meaning at all, other than it being a

day to wear green.
However, there are some Americans
who feel it is an important holiday. Saint
Patrick's Day offers achance for Irishdescendents to appreciate and celebrate their
heritage. Many of my friends who are of
Irishbackground have toldme theyusually
have a traditional meal of corned beefand
cabbage.
If you are one of those people whose
stomach turns at the thought
— of eating cabbage, it's understandable not all of us
have acquired the taste for thisIrish meal.
But let me tell you, its good when cooked
right. If you do not have a taste for cabbage, leaveit out. Agood alternative might
be baking somehomemade bread to celebrateSaint Patrick's Day.

Sift the white flour, salt, soda, baking
powder,creamof tarterandsugar together.
Stir inthe whole wheatflour. Usingaknife
cut the fat through the flour until littleballs
of dough form. Make a well in the middle
of the flour. Pour 1 1/2 cups of the buttermilk intothe well. Mix together using your
hands oraknife tomake asoft dough.Ifthe
dough tends to crumble add the remaining
buttermilk. The dough should be pliable.
Knead the doughslightly until the doughis
smooth and elastic. To knead the dough
strech the edge of the dough out and fold
toward the middle. Lightly press the middle into the table. Repeat several times alternating edges. Split the dough into two
equal parts. Shape the dough into two
rounds. Tuck the edgesunderneathand toward the middle to make a taunt top. Place
the rounds onto a greased cookie sheet.
Cut a slash or an "X" on the top of each
round. Bake at 425 for 10 minutes thenreduce thehead to 400 andbake for 30 min-

oven thump the midle of the round on the
bottom.Ifthere isahollow sound to it the
bread is done, if not bake for five more
minutes until done. Use a fork and some
butter to coat the top crust. Serve slightly
warm.
CornedBeefand Cabbage
This is a meal that basically cooks itself
once inthe pan without a lot ofextra work.
Ifthe vegetablesare not to your liking add
some different ones.
13-4 pound cornedbeef
4 small onions halved
4 potatoesquartered
1 smallhead of cabbage cut in wedges
1Tablespoon dried parsley
1teaspooncaraway seeds
dashof pepper

Before cooking the corned beef quickly
run some warm tap water over it to wash
off any excess salt. Place brisket into a
large kettle or Dutchoven andcover with
water. Heat toboiling thenreduce heat and
simmer for 2 to 2 1/2 hours. Removebeef
and keep warminan oven. Skim the fat off
the broth. Add the onions, potatoes, carrots and parsnips. Cook for another 15
minutes. Serve with the corned beef,
horseradish, andIrish sodabread.
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Kells restaurant boastsIrish dining

Pike Place pub to provide St. Paddy's party
Regularhours for the restaurant:
11:30 a.m. -2:30p.m. for lunch
5:30p.m. -9:30p.m.for dinner
Regularhoursfor thebar:
Weekdays — openuntilmidnight
Weekends — openuntil 2 a.m.
Sunday brunch:
11:30a.m. -3 p.m.
The average cost ofa dinner for two is
from $25 to $45.
Located at 1916Post Alley.
by Shelly Griffin
If you're one of those Irish-for-a-day
people every St. Patrick's Day you may
want to start practicing early. It'sno fun to
bejustgetting intotheIrish spirit as thelast
drop of green-tinted Guiness is dripping
from the spout.

who retains here Irish brogue (that's

accent, for younon-Irishreaders).

Besides fresh food Kells serves manylocaland imported beers. To really be Irish
order Harp or Guiness. For a smoothafter
dinner aperitif try Harvey'sBristol Cream.
If you don't want to eatyou can go to Kells'
bar next door, open until midnight on
weekdays and 2 a.m. weekends. The bar
has a stageinthe rear wheremusicians play
"99 percent traditional Irish music" from
9 p.m. to 1 a.m., Thursday through Saturday. Local Irish performers plus artists
from Boston, Mass.; Vancouver, 8.C.;
Portland, Ore. and groups on tour entertain.

Kells has an Irish pub atmosphere with
gentle chatter, low lighting, fresh flowers,
' greenand whitelinenand floor,soft tradiinside is toeat atraditional Irishmeal One
tional music and paintings of Irish landplaceclose to campus is Kellsin Post Alley
scapes. A pot of gold is at the end of the
of thePikePlace Market.
bar. The atmosphere is rustic yet refined.
Owned by anative Irishman whomoved
from Belfast to Seattle in 1979, Gerard
If you're content with one day of green
McAleese, Kells features Irishmeals made
Kells has special plans for St. Patrick's
of produce mostly bought at the Market.
Day. They will open at 11:30 a.m., with
The menu features traditional dishes such
music starting at 12:30 p.m. when the
as steak and kidney pie, corned beef and
Kells float arrives from the Seattle parade.
Two bands will play until 2 a.m., with
cabbage andIrish stew, made oflamb.Specials include various seafood dishes like
dancing all day. Because of the amount of
cod in mushroom sauce, monk fish in
peopleexpectedKells will servehand food
white wine sauce and freshcracked crab.
all day, sandwiches of all types, including
cornedbeef.
Every mealcomes withvegetables, soup
or salad and traditional soda bread and
wheaten bread. The bread is made by
McAleese's mother Ethna, the hostess,
A good way to really get the Irish feeling

.

RRIAM PinnwPV/THF QpCT'TATTVa

Irish holiday celebration
scheduled for Seattle
by John Teehan
Asa youth growingup inNew YorkCity,

Saint Patrick's Day was always a big day.
Perhaps the most exciting day of my life.
I
could not wait to join the throngs gathered on Fifth Aye. for the Big Parade,
brandishing aStars 'n' Strips in one hand
and atricolorin the other. A few years later
and 3,000miles removed,—the sameis true.
Irish Week in Seattle
while not performed before 8 million spectators is
stilla wonderful andvital time for me. Itis
a time to be shared and to do withothers.
Here is a list of events for Irish Week
1986 (March 7-March 17):

—

FRIDAY,MARCH7
The festivities kick off with the 15th annual Proclamation Luncheon at Jake O'Shaughnessy's, 100 Mercer St. Starting at
approximately noon, it is merely to proclaim the start ofIrish Week 1986.
The motif this year will center around
the possible sister-city unionbetween Seattle and Galway. In attendance will be Lt.
Gov. John Cherberg as grand marshal and
Brian Nason, Irish consul-general from
San Francisco.

SATURDAY,MARCH 8

The Irish Heritage Club of Seattle plays

host to the Saint Patrick's Night Ball at Seattle University's own Campion Ball
Room. Although no official time has been
set, it will probably run between9 p.m. 1
a.m.
The bigattraction will be the AvocaCeili
Band, which, according to John Keane,

president of the club, "plays all kinds of
music, but with anIrishflavor."
And what is the Irish Heritage Club? "It
is a group of people," said Keane, "who

are trying to promote aninterest in things
that are genuinely Irish. The emphasis on
the club iscultural,rather than political."
SUNDAY,MARCH9

The 12th annual Irish Soda Bread Conwill be at Gal way Traders, 7518 15th
Aye. N.W Entries have to be in by Saturday, March 8. The three categories of the
contest willbe judgedSunday morning.
For more information on the contest,
contact Irish Week Chairman Mary
Shriane at 329-7224.
test

SATURDAY,MARCH15
A Mass in Irish (Gaelic) will be celebrated Saturday at Sacred Heart Church,

near the Seattle Center. "Finding a priest
who can say it in Irish" was initially
thought of as a problem, said Keane. Say
no more Father Treacy will do the hon-

—

Kells restaurant, serves traditional Irish food for diners.
lacemaking andharp playing.

Courthouse andends at Westlake Mall, via
Fourth Aye. The monorail willbe free between 1 p.m. 3 p.m. to wiskcelebrants to
SUNDAY, MARCH16
The 2nd annual Saint Patrick's Day the closing ceremonies at the Center
Dash, a four-mile family fun run, startsat House.
Jake O'Shaughnessy's and winds down at
Before the parade, at 10:30 a.m., there
FX Mcßory's Steak Chop and Oyster will be a Mass for Peace in Northern IreHouse. Thecourse is said to be all down- land at the Plymouth Congregational
hill. Find out for yourselfif that is blarney Church, Sixth and University. The good
or not.
ideaabout this Mass isit issaid by Catholic
bishops andpriests ina Protestant church.
The entry fee is $10. It includes a long- Donald Wuerl, new auxiliary bishopofSesleeved tee shirt to the first 7,500 runners
attle, willcelebrate the Mass.
who signup. Last year4,500 runners took
part, and upwards of 8,000 are expected
this time, so earlyregistration at the 10 or — Andthat isthe theme ofIrishWeek 1986
all areinvited: young andold,black and
so locations is suggested.
maybe most importantly, allreliwhiteand
starting
signup
Call Shriane for
time and
giousbackgrounds. It is atime toput aside
information.
the political controversies that are suffoMONDAY,MARCH17
cating
— the worldand enjoy a cultural heriTheSaintPatrick's Day Parade, starting tage evenif for only a week.
Begorrah!
at 12:30 p.m., begins at the King County

When a 4 hour test counts as much as ■
4years of school you'd better beprepared. I

ors at noon.

An estimated 3.5 million people inhabit
Ireland, of which approximately 300,000

speak Gaelic as a first language. Contact
Shrianeto confirm the event.

TheSeattle Center Celebration starts on
this day andruns through March 17. Hours
are from noon to 5:30 p.m.,at the Center
House. It is a time to observe and partake
inIrishcultural events, some of which will
include workshopson the Gaelic language,

LSAT,GMAT,GRE classes forming now
LSAT Preparation for LSAT, GMAT,
GMAT ORE. MCAT. SAT. Day and
weekdayand weekend
MCAT evening,
classes.Guarantee:Score in
cat

/« oc
OHC

the t0P 25% or take the next
course free.

1-800-222-TEST
IZZJZZi
Educational Testing

Ork
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Chieftains win two straight;
Improved record: 10-20; 8-7

Bailey, Harris leadChiefs next season
could have easily finished the district race
at 10-5. They still wouldhave fallena game
short of aplayoff bid, but itis apparent the
Chieftains were not far from plavoff contention asit might seem.
Playing 15 NCAA opponents did not
help their recordeither. Few teamsofS U.s
size could have anticipated much more
against Georgetown, Stanford or Arizona
State.
It would be misleading, however, to imply that all theS.U.losses weredue to bad
luck or gigantic opponents. The club did

.

attempted and field goals made. He was
third in rebounding and, conversely, first
in turnovers. Harris finished second in
scoring (13.6) and Church finished the
year with11.5 pointspergame, while easily leading the teaminrebounding.
McNulty made a goodshowing, leading
the team in field goal percentageaswellas
being second on the team in rebounds.
With Bailey,Harris, Church and McNulty
all returning next season, the Chieftains
appear tobein goodshape. In fact, the entire squad, minus Moretti and Simmons,

PUBLICITY PHOTO

Chieftain coach Bob Johnson, conversed with John Thompson,
Georgetown Hoya headcoach, before the game. Georgetown defeated
the Chieftans 96-57. In this contest, Kevin Bailey scored 19 points;
Steve McNulty grabbed seven rebounds; John Moretti had three assists;and BrianLockhart was the stealleader with three.
by John Worden

The Seattle University Chieftains men's
basketball teamfinished their 1985-86 season with their must impressive victories of

the year. Feb. 22, the Chieftains defeated
District Iopponent Alaska-Juneau, 10178, and then returned two days later to
overwhelm another district foe, St. Martins, 83-67.

night inside, pulling down 12 rebounds.
TimHumeled the squadinassists with6.
Two nights later the Chiefs did another
numberon St.Martins in Lacey. Racing to
a 44-19halftime lead, S.U. wasincontrol
all the way. Bailey led the way with 21
points, followed by Harris with 18, Church
with10 andChris Simmons withnine.
The victories put the Chiefs at 10-20 for

Men's B-Ball
wrap up
The Alaska-Juneau game had to have
beenthe mostimposing ofthe year. Playing
in front of a large crowd at the Connolly
Center, the Chiefs achieved their highest
offensive output of the season in the 23point victory. Kevin Bailey's 27 points,
Chris Church's 23 and Scott Harris' 17
points led the way, but all Chieftain team
members scored in the mauling. Steve
McNulty had an especially impressive

play. They finthe season, 8-7inDistrict I
ished the year 6-6 at home, 4-14 on the
road; 0-8against NCAADivision I,and 25 against NCAA Division 11.
Though the numbers may not appear to
be extremely impressive, the Chiefs did
winsevenoutof their last10 matches. Considering S.U.lost one point district games
to SimonFraser and Whitman, andby two
points to Pacific Lutheran University, they

PUBLICITY PHOTO

Kevin Bailey, n0.32 dribbles the ball while looking for another teammate to pass the ball to.
not havea good season; they failed tomake
the playoffs for the firsttime in four years.
Players whocould have contributed more
were not able to come through. John
Moretti, who averaged close to 10 points a

game last season, finished 1985-86 with a
3.9 average.Part of thisreduction wasbecause Moretti was forced to play point
guard for muchof the season, due to Ryan
Moore's ineligibility and Hume's injuries.
Hume, wholedlast season'snon-startersin
assists, shouldhavebeen able to moveinto
the startingpointguardjob this year.Physical problems sidelinedhim for agood part
of the season.
Several unexpected factors did contribute to the success of this year's team. The
transfer trio of Bailey, Harris and Church
proved to be the nucleus of the young
squad. Bailey led the team in scoring
(14.6),assists (3.6), free throws made and

will beback.
Another positive factor in this year's
team has been the addition of Coach Bob
Johnson. In 1984-85,Len Nardone led the
Chiefs to the league titleandwaspresented
withcoach of the year honors. While winning is certainly important at this level,
Nardone often seemed to forget that the
players also wanted to enjoy the game, not
just have an impressive win-loss record.
Johnson's rapportwith the players seems to
be exceptional. A positive coach can make
players reach inside and give it their best.
With so many returningplayers at his disposal, Ifeel there is little doubt that Johnsonwill returnthe Chieftains to the playoff
picture in1986-87.
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10-18 season; Petrichbreaksrecords

Lady Chiefs nip Whitman 59-58 in finale

BRIANnOONEY/THESPECTATOR

Senior Angel Petrichbroke S.U.s all-time reboundingand scoring records. Petrich broke Sue Turina's 1,071 rebounds with her 1,367 rebounds. Petrich broke Sue Stimac's 1,676 scoring record with her
1,704 points during her four years with the team.
by John Teehan
When the Seattle University LadyChieftains trudged off the court at Connolly
Center for the last time this season (Feb.
22), they had justhung on for dear life in

tilts against Whitworth and Gonzaga University. Two losses later, their league
ledger read 7-4; the next league victory
would not come until
— the season finale
against Whitworth by that time the seadefeating Whitworth College, 59-58. Unson was adude.
fortunately it was not enough to quell the
Although S.U. did not make the playoffs
disappointment of a 10-18 win-loss show(they didlast year witha 14-6 leaguemark,
ing.
S.U.s 8-12 mark in NAIA District I 17-12 overall), two seniors established
schoolrecords.
placed the squad out of the playoffpicture,
Angel Petrich, senior post player who
hasled the Lady Chieftains in scoring and
rebounding in each of her four years at
S.U.,broke theall-time records in the two
categories.
In a 54-45 decision over Central Washington,Dec.14 at Connolly, Petrichhauled
only the second timeinnine years the Lady
in20rebounds tobring her totaloverthreedribblers have failed to qualify for postplus years to 1,084, 13 more than Sue
Turina, who set the previous record beseasonaction. But they had opportunities.
"This season was verydisappointing aftween 1977-81. Petrich ended her career
ter getting off to a seven-win and two-loss
with 1,367 rebounds.
start in district play," said Coach Dave
Her 1,704 points is also an S.U. standard, surpassing Sue Stimac's 1,674
Cox. "Injuries and illness were a factor
against us all season."
points, collected between 1978-82. The
points and rebounds are also the most in
After beating up on Pacific Lutheran
University 78-67, Jan.2o, to go 7-2 in
women'sDistrict Ihoophistory as well.
league play (8-8 overall), the Lady ChiefBecky Frick, senior forward, set analltains journeyed to Spokane for weekend
time field goal mark of48 percent, better-

Women's B-Ball
wrap up

JEFFROBERTSON/THESPECTATOR

A 70-41 defeat to the Washington State Cougars, helped fuel adisappointing season, 10-18 without defeating any NCAA Division Ischools.
ing Turina's 47.1 percent, set between
1977-81.
Graduating with Petrich and Frick are
forwards Kris Henry and Paula Spidell,
and Gayla Boast, a5-foot-7 guard.
"We lost five seniors this year and we
will miss them next season," said Cox.
"But we have a solidnucleus coming back
thatis veryexcitedabout getting usback to
the top ofour district."
Two players that should aid the Lady
Chieftains next year are Donna Waters
andLisa Crow.
Waters, a sophomore guard from Tacoma, Wash., was the third-leading scorer
on the team, averaging 8.6. She was also
the third-leading rebounder behind Pe-
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trich (352) andFrick (189) with116.
Crow hada 6.3 average andled the team
with 85 assists, seven more than Boast.
The junior from Bellevue, Wash., had a
highgame of 19 points against Marycrest
at theNational Catholic TournamentJan.2.
Waters and Crow, along with other returnees and a good recruiting crop, may
just send the Lady Chieftains back on the
winning track.
"Wehave a goodjump on recruiting and
early on it looks like this might be one of
our better recruitingclasses," saidCox.
Maybe that 59-58 squeaker over
Whitworth Feb. 22 was the start of a prolonged winning streak.
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Seattle University sports: Looking back
Thertsak's
—

Timeout

there might be more support for the
team.

by Thertsak Sac Tung
Whew! I
am relieved winterquarter is

history. Thisis thelast Thertsak's Timeout
for this quarter.I
am looking forward tomy
spring break with absolutely no plans at all
exceptto sleep as muchas possible.
Ithought it might be nice to reflect back
on what happenedduring the quarter. The
"BIG" news was the terminating of the
baseball and volleyball teams (baseballeffective next year). As people might have
guessed, the teams were axed because of
the budget cuts. The volleyball team did
not winagame in the 1985 season. Thelast
time they hada "W" was1983 against Pacific Lutheran University. The baseball
teammade the playoffsdespitegoing12-29
in the regular season.
The volleyball and baseball teams have
had poor attendance; there washardly any
attention given to the spikers. Ruth Manthe,co-captain of the team, told me coaching andthe lack of support mayhaveled to
the team's poor record. She said although
Jan De Langewas agoodcoachin termsof
teaching the skills and techniques,he came
up short when discipline was needed. The
diamond men play their home games at
Lower Woodland. Why can't the school
build a baseball park for the team to play
on.Ifthe teamhad a park for home games

—

I
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Chieftains basketball: The Chieftains
and the Lady Chieftains did not make the
playoffs this season. Themendid not make
the playoffs for the first time in four years
and the women failed to make the playoffs
for only the secondtimein nine years.
The Chieftains went 10-20 overall and87 in NAIA District I. Some bright performances turned in were from junior
Kevin Bailey, whoaveraged 14.6 pointsper
game,andScott Harris, a 13.6 scorer.
Bailey had 27 points against University
of Puget Sound, Alaska-Fairbanks and
Alaska-Juneau. Harris, a transfer from
Southeast Community College inFairbury,
Neb,had a gamehigh 28 points againstSimonFraser.
Other fine performances were turned in
by Steve McNulty, who averaged eight
pointsper game, andhad 17 against S.F.U.
Chris Church was the other Chieftain in
double figures with an 11.5 average.
Although S.U. lost to Georgetown 9657, in December, it was an experience to
treasure for many of the players. The University of Washington doesn't even get to
play Georgetown.
John Moretti and Chris Simmons will
graduate, so most of the players will be
back. Nextyearthe teamshouldbe a strong
contender for a playoffberth.
The Lady Chieftains went 10-18 overall
and 8-12 in NAIA District I. But senior
Angel Petrich had a banner year. The 6foor-2 center established the all-time scoring mark with 1,704 career points (over
four years), breaking Sue Stimac's total of
1,674 points. She now holds the rebounding record also, collecting 1,367 over the
four-year span, to eclipse Sue Turina's

mark of 1071.
The season was a disappointing one for
the Lady Chieftains. Despite having Petrichand Becky Frick on the front line,the
team blew some close games and halftime
leads. Let's hope that the team will have a
better season next year.
Intercollegiate sailing at S.U. was discussed recently. Should S.U.haveanintercollegiate sailing team? The administration said the decision will be made in the

.
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DIVERSITYIS STRENGTH
Diversity.Itallows ELDEC to offer a varied, challengingand stable career in hightechnologyelectronics. Quality,custom-designed
products andinnovative problemsolving have earned us a strong
positionin aerospaceandmarine markets forboth commercial and

Restaurant
Authentic

McdcMH Food
open Moniiuv through Sal urdav
11 JO om 8 45 pm
Corner ofPike* 10th
*"«-«* 11

OrdersTo Go
10% discount with StudentSavingsCord -

militarycustomers.
An established corporationwith over $78 million inannual sales,
ELDEC islocatedjust northof Seattle which means employeesenjoy
theunmatchedlifestyleof the beautifulNorthwest.
ELDEC systems covera widerangeof customer needs.Our
solid state proximityswitches and computer-basedlogicandcontrol
systems inform flight crews of critical aircraft functions. ELDEC produces small, lightweight,ruggedlypackagedaircraft batterycharger
systemsand highand low voltagepowersupplies. We're also
involvedin thedesignandmanufacture of electronic monitor and
control systems for aircraft, ships and space vehicles.
Our future isone of steadygrowth and technologicalachievement.Diversity is strength.Diversity is ELDEC.

COMMITTEDTOPERFORMANCE*

m

We will be on campus for interviews on April 2.
Contact your placement office for details.
ELDEC i* anEEO/AA«np«oyw
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S.U. Intramural

GREEN
Eternians 71,Dix70
Brewers 69, Palace 48
Snapper 67,69ers 57
Palace 69, 69ers 66
Brewers 79, Eternians 55
Snapper 70,Dix 68
BLUE
Bailers 73,Wild Pizzas 44
Dreamers 49, USSA43
Staf11 62, StaffInfection 40
StafInfection 46, Wild Pizzas29
StafIi51,Mencos 50
Bailers 71,Dreamers 52
RED
Snails 68, Six ft. Under 34
Big Wallys 67, Oompa 36
Hurtinon the Boards def. Seafeir Clowns
ETC S2,BadGrads34
Poetry inMotion62,Turnabouts 40
BLACK
Sir Slam 59, Bok Choy42
Kahunas-75,Blue Waves 20
LiquidHiccups 48,Mimbus 32
Primetime 98, Blue Waves 30
Sir Slam 46,Locals Only 41
Green Wave 58,Bok Choy 54
Numbed Animals 59,Kahunas 54
Standings:
GREEN
Brewers 9-0
Snapper 6-3
Dix5-4

CLOTHING

*£SsT*Ptaerta
Mexican

spring.
As my first quarterofbeing a sportsedijust want to say that it was enjoytorends, I
able. Some late nights occurred but it was
worth it.It was a satisfying experience.
Another experience was dealing with
S.U.administration how they handle situations and answer questions. Next quarter, it will not be as hard to get responses
from them.

Efernianss-4
69ers 1-8
Palaces 1-8
BLUE
Staff 119-1
Bailers 8-3
Mencos 6-4Dreamers6-5
StaffInfection 5-5
USSA1-9
WildPizzas 1-9
RED
Poetry 8-0
Hurtin7- 1
Big Wallys 7- 1
Turnabouts 5-3
Snails 4-4
Oompa 4-4
ETC3-5
6ft. Under 1-7
BadGrads 1-7
Seafeir Clowns 0-8
BLACK
Sir Slam 7-1
Primetime 6- 1
LiquidHiccups 6-2
Numbed Animals 5-3
Locals Only 5-3
Green Wave 4-4
Kahunas 4-4
Bok Choy 2-6
Mimbus 0-8
Blue Waves 0-8
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Congratulations to the new ASSU Officers
for 1986-87:

I

President: Abby Ghermay
Ist Vice President: Lorine Singleton
2n^ vice President: Trisha Brown
Treasurer:John Schwab
Senators: Tina O'Brien
Raelene Sam
Deatra Scott

\

\|
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Please support your new student representatives by getting involved withthe ASSU.

¥
Tbapply for any ofthesepositions, pleasepick upapplications in
the main ASSU office.

Thanks for a great job!!

EXECUTIVECOORDINATOR:Must have typing skills, must

be able to work well withpeople. Job entails answeringphones,
taking and typing Executive Board minutes, typing President's
correspondence, maintain files, etc. Must keep office organized
andcommunications open with other offices.
EXECUTIVESECRETARY: Typingskills, must beable to work
well with people. Job basically entails answeringphones, taking
and typing Senate minutes,assist Senators with appropriate paper work. Assist the Ist Vice President. Attend the Executive
Boardmeetings.
ACTIVITIESASSISTANT: Typing skills, must be able to work
well with people. Job entails convening the Activities Board, takingand typing theActivities Boardminutes,organizingActivities
Office, filing, etc. In general, assisting theActivities Vice President with everything(s)he does.
ASSISTANT TREASURER: Typing skills, answeringphones,
filing, assistingTreasurer with bookkeeping and any otherduties
to assist the Treasurer.
ELECTIONCOORDINATOR: Tb coordinate elections for each
quarter, in charge of campaign process including approving
Campaignposters.
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR: Organizational, management and
artistic skills required. Responsible publisizing all ASSU events
through flyers, posters, and the ASSU weekly page in the Spectator. Must monitor, stamp andupdate allpublicity on campus, and
supervise a staffofartists.
PUBLICITY SECRETARY: Typing skills, answeringphones,
filing. Post and updatepublicity on campus; assists inproduction
ofposters and flyers. Maintains ASSU monthly calender in the
Chieftain lobby.
PRODUCTION ARTISTS: Two positions open. Graphic art
and/or lettering skills needed. Design flyers, posters, banners,
etc. for all ASSU events. Includes some posting ofpublicity on
campus.

Special thanks to the outgoing ASSUofficers andpersonnel:

President: DavidHankins
Ist VicePres.: James Gore
2nd VicePres.: Mike Sheehan
Treasurer:Peggy Withlow
Executive Coordinator: Debbie Sweet
Activities Assistant: Laura Huber
Executive Secretary: Jasmine Mokhtar
Executive Secretary: Tracy Robles
Assistant Treasurer: Dave Betz
Publicity Director: Patty Unfred
Production Artist:Conrad Chevez
Production Artist:Kirn Allison
Publicity Secretary: Trisha Brown
Election Coordinator:Deepak Katara
Outgoing Senators: Bob Brown
Jane Huber
Pam Miller

Good tuck umVVn
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PROHIBITED
B E Y 0N u
THIS PO IN I
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The Cambridge Studio Apartments.

CURIOUS ABOUT NLP? A personal
change process that works, and can be
tuaght!! Satisfy your curiousity anddiscover whatit can do for you. Freequestion-answere evening Jan. 16,23.
CHOICES 547-8433
HELP WANTED. Earn $30-$50/ day,
working1-2 days a week, assisting students applying for credit cards, call 1800-932-0528.
Practice your foreigh Language with e
nativespeaker. Trade English conversa
tioonfor foreighlanguageconversation
Languages available: Spanish, Japa
nese, Arabic and others. Call 623-148"
before noon Mon-Fri.
Professional couple seeks after schoo

kor area

.

City LightDepartment
$8.45 per hour
Asst Energy Mgmt Prgm staff to establish databases for in-house conservation proj and energy consumption. DUTIES: input data and run computei
prgms, perform studies, write memos
in data
and reports. Courses/work exp
base devel., adv. mathand econ, main
frame computers and LOTUS applica
tions is desirable. Applicants should b(
Jrs, Srs or Grad students in bus or put
admin, econ, IE or social sci & tech
Starts 3-86. Deadline to apply is 2-18
86. For infor/applicationcall 625-798^
71(
or come to Seattle Personnel Dept,
446.
Women
minori
Ave,
Rm
and
2nd
ties are encouragedto apply.

Car Refs. 722-2472.
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with unique shirts from
STEVIEDESIGN.
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p.m.Ask for Carolina.

GOVERNMENT JOBS

:

! ILooking
today

>

■
TheMark
Marksmanship Ci.jb will hold its
!1 i
J
" The
shooting the range.Vans willleaveXavier

"

shootin

theran
;at at

! J 2:15 p.m.
■
2

at
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J
TheS.US.U. chapter of Amnesty
The
J
will meet in Marian 144.
■

-

APPLIANCEREPAIR TRAINEE Unique
$$ opportunity for right individual.
Own transportation and tools required.
Knowledge of schematics and troubleshooting techniques a must. Selfstarters onlyplease.Call Mike at 285-6070.

Arlene, 583-4404.

i j

$16,040

$59,230/yr. Now hiring. Call 805-6876000 Ext. R-6111 for current federal list.
Will trainlegal assistantfor research at
K.C.Courthouse. 5-10 hours aweek, $5
hour. Jim Nissing,Attorneyat Law, 4629254.
TYPISTNEAR CAMPUS. Students,4xis|ness, legal,resumes, office orsanowtfen,
"<nc. Sense of humor, some senius. 32*

lopes!! No experience necessary. You
onlyneed toknow how to read andwrite
english.For free details enclose a selfaddressed envelope. Nicolaus, Thyris
18085, Athens 11610, Greece.
VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE PO
SITIONS AVAILABLE with the KingCo
Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Unit
Criminal or Juivenile Section. Learr
aboutthe criminal justice slystem while
helping crime victims. Training pro
vided, credit available. Require office
experience,goodcommunication skills
abilityto makea time commitment. Cal

I

T

QUALITYTYPING 16 years experience
$1.50 PERPAGE.Call 248-1644 after 7

626-5394.
$600 for 1000 envelopes!! Stuff enve-

:

CUSTOMSHIRTS

" Stand out on

- -

STUDENT INTERNSHIP

assistantto supervisehomework, pianc
practice,after-school sports for 10-year
oldboy.Somehousehold duties. Mt.Ba

$85 or best offer, 325-6836

Furniture available.Call 623-1666.
SeattleU.ChildDevelopmentCenter offers preschool/day care for ages 2 7.
Open all year from 7:00am 5:30pm.
Full or part time. Drop-ins welcome.

Roomate(s) wanted. Female/Male. 5
min. from S.U. 3 bedroom house. #211
M.L.King WayE. Call322-3881

Ahead

!
l

The final closing date forlate degreeappli-

cationsfor graduate and undergraduate stu-

dents intending to graduate in June is May 1.
All applications after the May 1 deadline will
be for the following year. Students must pay
theapplicationfee at the Controller'sofficeand
present the receipt to the Registrar's office on
or before the closing date.

Interna-

■ l icm.il
tional
will in

ji

I{teams

206-784-9138

CUSTOM GRAPHICS
by sieve zamora

schools churches clubs

|
■
■
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The last day applicationswill beaccepted for
" graduation
" March7. in winter quarter is Friday,
H

Winter quarter grade reports will be
mailed to the students' home addresses on
Tuesday, March 18. Students who wish to have
their grades mailed elsewhere must fill out a
temporary address change form at the Registrails officebefore leaving campus.
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